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Abstract—This paper is focused on boosting network mobility with the help of existing Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP). In this paper, the network mobility is studied in context of vehicles. The current NEMO relies on tunneling in order to use multiple available interfaces on a vehicle but does not reach the goal to provide optimum multi-homing benefits because it is unable to balance the traffic over available network interfaces. Moreover, in NEMO, the nodes behind the mobile router cannot participate in multi-homing as the mobile router installed on the vehicle makes the mobility transparent to the nodes. In this paper, we propose to combine NEMO with MPTCP which enables the host nodes to participate in mobility and multi-homing and thus improving throughput, handover performance and avoiding excess tunneling.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the evolution of technology the demand for connectivity especially "anywhere and everywhere" has increased. Users want to be connected with the rest of the world via Internet irrespective of their current location as well as through different access technologies. The movement of the user/network invokes a change in its IP address and it is no more reachable from its previous IP address. This breaks the ongoing communication as the conventional TCP sockets are bound to network identifiers (IP addresses). To maintain the ongoing communication, the traffic has to be redirected towards user's new acquired IP address from its current network point of attachment. This traffic redirection also happens during multi-homing. In multi-homing a user has more than one active network interfaces at the same time. The conventional TCP makes it impossible to use more than one network interfaces simultaneously for an ongoing communication.

Mobility and multi-homing share one common feature i.e., having to carry a given flow over different network interfaces. During mobility it is due to change in IP address while in multi-homing it can be due to path disruption or an attempt to split the connection over all available network interfaces. The simultaneous use of all the available network interfaces can improve throughput, provide load balancing and make the system more resilient. With an increased demand for connectivity there is an increased demand of bandwidth as well as throughput. Therefore, mobility combined with multi-homing can be beneficial in improving mobility, making handover smooth and increase throughput.

This need to solve host/network mobility and multi-homing has resulted in many proposals. All the solutions for mobility provide location management of the host/network and all present pros and cons with respect to deployment, infrastructure changes, handover delay, throughput, tunneling overhead etc.

Most of the mobility protocols are network layer based to easily provide location management. In order to perform "make before break" mobility, the mobility solution requires the transport layer informations regarding RTTs, congestion or path disruption. In absence of this collaboration between network and transport layer, the mobility protocols achieve "break before make", which causes extra handover delay for the flow. However, transport layer solutions need a mechanism for location management. This leaves a room for improvement.

In this paper, we present a solution for multi-homed mobile networks combining network layer approach NEMO with transport layer approach MPTCP in order to achieve better mobility support with optimum multi-homing support in terms of reduced cost, improved throughput and load balancing. NEMO is used for location management and network mobility while MPTCP is used for improving multi-homing and enable host to participate in multi-homing related decision making. Moreover, the proposed combination requires minimal infrastructure changes. In section 2, we present the state of art. Section 3 describes the proposed architecture, its signaling structure changes. In section 4, we present our conclusion and future work.

II. STATE OF ART

There have been several attempts to solve mobility and multi-homing. NEMO [1], [2], Locator/Identifier Separation protocol (LISP) [3], Identifier Locator Networking protocol (ILNP) [4] are some of the solution to support network mobility. While Mobile IP [5], Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP) [6], Host Identity Protocol [7] are some of the solutions to provide host mobility and multi-homing.

NEMO is a network layer protocol and provides location management using an anchor point in its home network which takes care of the movement of mobile network. Another network layer protocol is LISP which is the most scalable solution for mobility and multi-homing [8]. LISP introduces a new naming convention as end-point identifiers (EID) which are valid only inside the network and routing locators (RLOC) which are valid for locating the networks. In attempt to provide
location management it introduces a mapping system which provides a mapping between EID and RLOCs. The routing in between networks is done by encapsulating the packets with its RLOC. In both LISIP and NEMO, hosts inside the mobile network does not participate in mobility or multi-homing. Differently from NEMO and LISIP, MPTCP is a transport layer protocol which attempts to provide host mobility and multi-homing support. MPTCP provides load balancing by spreading the traffic over all the available network interfaces.

There are several proposal to combine network layer approach with transport layer in attempt to improve mobility support with multi-homing. In [9], there is novel combination of MIPv6 and MPTCP which improves host mobility and multi-homing. However, it does not support mobility for a whole network. In [10], there is a combination of LISIP and improved MPTCP in order to improve multi-homing benefits to the host. However, LISIP requires major infrastructure changes in conventional Internet and also it introduces a new naming convention as EIDs and RLOCs. On the other hand, NEMO requires the minimal infrastructure changes into conventional Internet architecture as compared to LISIP and moreover it does not introduce any new naming convention [11]. However, it needs an improvement in multi-homing support. There is also a proposal for network mobility in space [12] combining modified NEMO where its location management is replaced by dynamic DNS with SCTP. However, in this proposal mobiles nodes does not participate in mobility and multi-homing. Our aim is to investigate an approach that requires minimal infrastructure changes in the Internet. To best of our knowledge there have not been any attempt to combine NEMO with MPTCP. The following subsection contains the basic functionalities of NEMO and MPTCP and their limitations.

A. NEMO

NEMO provides a mechanism for network mobility support in the Internet, proposed in RFC 3963 [1], [2]. NEMO provides mobility supports in case of both IPv4 [13] and IPv6. In this paper, we discuss the solution for IPv6 only. The mobile network has a router inside which is known as mobile router (MR) and different kind of nodes, two of them are mobile network nodes (MNNs) and local fixed nodes (LFN) [14] which we will consider in our paper. Local fixed nodes are unable to change their network point of attachment during an ongoing communication whereas the mobile network nodes have this ability. NEMO enables MR to change its network point of attachment in the Internet and continue to receive packets destined to MNN’s home address, keeping the mobility transparent from MNNs. This is being done with the help of an anchor point inside mobile network’s home network known as home agent (HA). Whenever MR changes its network attachment point in the Internet, it configures a new IP address called as current Care-of-Address (CoA) with the prefix of its current network attachment point using the IPv6 address auto-configuration [15]. After the address configuration, MR creates a binding between its home address and CoA with HA. When HA receives any packet destined for MNN from a communicating node (CN) in the Internet, it encapsulates the incoming packet with MR’s CoA in the destination and HA’s address in the source and routes it towards MR over the tunnel. Once MR receives the packet, it decapsulates the packet and routes it inside the mobile network. When MNNs receive the packet, they find their home address in the source address of the incoming packet. This way the mobility is kept transparent from MNNs. The above explained functionality of NEMO can be shown by Fig. 1.

The multi-homing support enables mobile network to have one or more MR, HA and MNNs thus different combinations [16]. Here in this paper, we are going to consider the mobile network with one MR, one HA and more than one MNNs. NEMO has been extended to provide multi-homing support to mobile networks [17] with Multiple Care-of-Address registration (RFC 5648 [18]) and flow binding extension (RFC 6089 [19]).

B. Multi-Path TCP

Multi-Path TCP protocol (MPTCP) is an extension of transmission control protocol (TCP) proposed in RFC 6824 [6], which is designed to enable simultaneous use of multiple available network interfaces on a host. MPTCP is backward compatible to TCP therefore, it uses the standard socket API used by most Internet applications which makes it compatible to the current applications and network [20]. The use of multiple paths between source and destination provides reliability, flexibility, fault tolerance and efficiency. In case of any failure, MPTCP can divert the traffic towards the other active paths. Compared to TCP, MPTCP does not add any overhead to data or tunnels. It just need an additional signaling for starting a communication. This is also needed for adding or removing the sub-flows due to IP address changes. MPTCP uses “make before break” method which is beneficial in providing seamless mobility and smooth handover. The Fig. 2 shows a mobile host having multiple communication paths with a remote host/server using MPTCP.

An MPTCP session start the same way as TCP with SYN flag set, with one addition in the SYN packet i.e., MP_CAPABLE option. If the receiving host supports MPTCP, it adds the option MP_CAPABLE in SYN-ACK reply. These two hosts create a cryptographic token/key for the secure communication. Finally the connection initiator host sends an ACK packet to the receiving host with MP_CAPABLE option. Considering multi-homing or mobility scenario a host
either has more than one IP address or it configures new IP address(es) by connecting with new network attachment point(s). Once the communication is established in between the hosts, the other exiting or new acquired IP address can be added into the list of IP addresses of remote host using ADD_ADDR option. Afterwards, the new sub-flow can be created using MP_JOIN option through the other IP address. During mobility, the loss of a connection through one network attachment point makes one IP address unreachable. This lost IP address can be removed from the remote host’s IP address list with REMOVE-ADDR option and then the sub-flows using this IP are removed too.

The MPTCP provides coupled congestion control [21], [22]. The sub-flows maintain their own congestion window and execute the slow start algorithm. Therefore, MPTCP can optimally use the network resources by redirecting the traffic towards the non-congested paths. This feature of MPTCP helps to provide resilience, higher throughput and manage the increased demand of bandwidth more efficiently.

For the users that do not support MPTCP, there are some proposals to use MPTCP proxy implemented on end host or use a global anchor point [23]. If the user is comfortable with implementing proxies on end host, the lightweight proxy is proposed. It is based on packet filter implemented in mobile hosts. Some filter based solutions such as IPsec and tunneling are already being used, which makes it easy to deploy MPTCP on the end host. After implementing the proxies, both the hosts can be benefited with multi-homing benefits.

C. Limitations of NEMO and MPTCP

NEMO introduces tunneling overhead in order to provide mobility as the packets have to be routed through tunnels between HA and MR. In NEMO, all the incoming and outgoing traffic has to pass through HA. If there is any disruption on HA, all the incoming and outgoing traffic will be disrupted.

NEMO tries to use all the existing IP addresses simultaneously with the help of its extensions. However, this requires additional tunnels between HA and MR. The flow binding extension of NEMO tries to manage the traffic distribution of flows over several existing paths. This is an effort to provide an equal distribution of flows over all available interfaces. However, even with flow binding extension it cannot provide a full load balancing and optimum benefits of multi-homing. Thus, there is a requirement of the improvement considering mobility and multi-homing with NEMO to reach the multi-homing goals optimally and reduce tunneling overhead.

The mobile network nodes behind MR cannot take part in multi-homing with NEMO. If mobile network nodes take part in the multi-homing the load from MR can be reduced and each user can manage their own connections. Thus, there is a requirement for an improvement considering mobility and multi-homing with NEMO to reach the multi-homing goals optimally.

MPTCP provides “make before break” mobility to the hosts but it does not provide network mobility. MPTCP does not have its own location management to support mobility of the host. There are several proposal for location management with MPTCP using dynamic DNS [24] or a rendez-vous mechanism. However, these proposals work only for host mobility but not for mobile networks. Therefore, to solve network mobility and multi-homing with MPTCP, there is a requirement of location management mechanism.

III. NETWORK MOBILITY WITH HOST MULTIHOMING

We propose to choose NEMO for location management and MPTCP for multi-homing. There can be other choices for location management like dynamic DNS or a rendez-vous server. To provide location management for mobile networks, these proposals need some additional functionalities to be introduced. As the use of dynamic DNS lacks in providing a seamless mobility for local fixed nodes due to their inability to change their network point of attachment for an ongoing connection. NEMO is the only solution that will be able to provide seamless mobility to local fixed nodes with the help of its HA route. Also in case of non-friendly visited networks (NAT, paranoid, firewall, etc.), dynamic DNS cannot be used for incoming traffic [21]. This would require a rendez-vous mechanism to open the connection simultaneously from both the ends for e.g., VPN (with their tunnels). Whereas, NEMO already uses tunnels which can be used for incoming traffic in non-friendly visited networks. NEMO provides better location management than dynamic DNS in mobile networks.

There can be other choices for multi-homing as well for eg. CMT-SCTP [25]. However, unlike MPTCP, SCTP is not transparent to the applications. Moreover, MPTCP performs significantly better than SCTP [26]. Therefore, the combination of NEMO and MPTCP would be a better choice than any other rendez-vous mechanism or dynamic DNS with MPTCP in order to solve network mobility having local fixed nodes and mobile network nodes providing better multi-homing support.

A. Description of the proposed Architecture

In this section, we describe the procedure to combine NEMO with MPTCP protocol. Their integration can be done without any major modifications to NEMO and MPTCP.

In our proposal, NEMO is being used for the location management of mobile network for incoming traffic during connection initiation and afterwards the MPTCP handles the mobility and multi-homing. This proposal enables MNNs to participate in mobility and multi-homing. For implementing this, the MNNs need to be aware of mobility which requires two minor changes in MR. Firstly, the MR needs to advertise its current network prefixes or Care-of-prefixes to MNNs. After receiving the current network prefixes MNNs can configure and add the new acquired IP address to their interfaces.
Secondly, MR should be able to differentiate between the packet flows. The packet flow with MNN’s home IP address need to be sent through HA-MR tunnel whereas the packet flow having MNN’s new acquired care-of-address need to be routed towards Internet.

In order to illustrate the key points we consider the following scenario. When a mobile network is outside its home network and a communicating node (CN) initiates a communication with the node which is behind MR, the communication has to pass through the HA because CN is not aware of MNNs current location in the Internet. Home agent then encapsulates the packets and forwards them towards MR’s current care-of-address which is exactly the same as NEMO shown in Fig. 3.

During the connection establishment, the mobile network node or communicating node adds MP_CAPABLE option inside the TCP packet. If both nodes natively support MPTCP then they establish an MPTCP connection and exchange all the existing IP addresses. If any node does not support MPTCP, it can install a lightweight proxy as explained in the state of art of MPTCP. Once the communication is established the mobile network node can set the HA path as BACKUP path with help of MP_PRIO option and create sub-flows using the rest of the IP addresses. Mobile router should be able to route the packets directly using its current care-of-address rather than through HA.

Whenever during mobility, the mobile network attaches to a new point in the Internet, it receives a new prefix. Using this prefix, it creates a care-of-address and updates the binding with HA. It then advertises the new prefix to the MNNs. Once the nodes receive new prefix they can configure the new IP address and communicate it with the communicating node using MPTCP and create another sub-flow as shown in Fig. 4. In presence of multiple CoAs on MR, HA have to make a choice among available interfaces for forwarding the connection initiation packets. This can be solved by implementing policies in between HA and MR with help of flow binding extension [27] of NEMO.

As MPTCP uses “make before break”, the proposed approach makes handover smooth compared to classical NEMO. In the proposed approach, NEMO is used only for starting the communication from the nodes in the rest of the Internet to a MNN. If MNN wants to initiate a connection it can use its current care-of-address and then MPTCP handles the further communication.

**B. Signaling**

For explaining the signaling in the proposed approach, we consider two different scenarios.

- When MNN initiates the communication with CN i.e., for outbound traffic
- When CN initiates the communication with MNN, i.e., for inbound traffic.

1) **Signaling for Outbound Traffic:** In outbound traffic, MNN initiates a communication with CN. To initiate the communication, MNN creates a SYN packet with MP_CAPABLE option and routes it toward MR using its CoIP@MR-AR1. MR then routes this packet towards the Internet. CN receives the packet and routes the reply SYN-ACK packet towards MNN’s CoIP@MR-AR1. On reception of SYN-ACK, MNN sends an ACK packet and the MPTCP connection is established. After the connection establishment, MNN can share its existing CoIPs. MNN has an option to share its Home IP address with the CN to keep this path as a back up path, generally it is not required. If mobility occurs in between, then MNN receives a new prefix from MR and configures a new CoIP. It then shares this new CoIP with CN and creates another sub-flow. If the communication is lost with the previous access network, MNN sends a request to remove the previous IP address and the communication continues through other sub-flows. Fig. 5 illustrates the above explained signaling.

The proposed approach shows an expected gain in case of outbound traffic from mobile network nodes compared to classical NEMO as the traffic does not flow anymore through the tunnels between HA and MR. For outbound traffic from local fixed nodes, NEMO will be used and will work in the
classical way. Therefore, the proposed approach reduces cost of tunnels and improves load balancing thus throughput for mobile network nodes.

2) Signaling for Inbound Traffic: To illustrate the signaling for inbound traffic, we consider the scenario where mobile network is on move and currently connected to access router 1 (AR1). Once it is connected with AR1, it creates a binding with its HA for its current care-of-address. It then advertises the new prefix to MNN and it then configures and adds the new IP (CoIP@MNN-AR1) to one of its interfaces. When any communicating node from the outside Internet initiates a communication with MNN, the SYN segment packet is generated with MP-Capable option for MNN’s home IP address and routed towards its home network. In the home network, HA intercepts the packets and finds a binding entry for MNN’s MR. Afterwards, HA encapsulates the packets using care-of-address of MR@AR1 (CoIP@MR-AR1) and forwards the packet towards mobile network’s visiting network. Upon the reception of the packet, MR decapsulates it and forwards it inside the mobile network. MNN receives the packets and create a SYN-ACK packet segment for IP@CN and route it towards MR. MR encapsulates this SYN-ACK packet and send it to HA. On reception of the packet from MR, HA decapsulates it and route it towards CN’s network. CN receives the packet and generates reply as an ACK packet and the packet takes the same route as before. On reception of ACK packet, the MPTCP connection is established. After the connection establishment, MNN sends a request to ADD-ADDR providing CoIP@MNN-AR1 and create a sub-flow using this IP. Once the new sub-flow is added to the ongoing communication MNN sets the HA-MR route as backup path and continues to communicate through its care-of-address. After this step a tunneling overhead is gained with exchange of each packet for the ongoing communication. Fig. 6 illustrates the above explained signaling.

The above explained scenario is valid when MNNs and MR are connected to single access network. There can be multiple available access networks. In that scenario, MNN can create new sub-flows by adding other available CoIP address to the ongoing communication with CN and communicate using all the sub-flows.

The only difference between outbound and inbound traffic signaling is during connection initiation. As in case of inbound traffic the proposed approach use tunnels for connection initiation. After the connection initiation both the scenarios show similar expected gain in terms of reduces tunneling overhead and improved load balancing thus improved throughput.

C. Benefits and Use cases

For describing the benefits of proposed architecture, we have to reconsider the limitations of NEMO and show that the combination of NEMO and MPTCP can improve these limitations. To perform an ideal mobility or “make before break” mobility it requires some path related information from transport layer as talked earlier. The proposed approach is a collaboration between network and transport layer protocols. Therefore, MPTCP helps NEMO to provides “make before break” mobility with smooth handover.

All the traffic having to go through HA makes NEMO less fault tolerant. While in the proposed approach, only the connection initiation takes place over the HA-MR bidirectional tunnel. Afterwards, all the traffic flows through MR as it flows through any normal router towards the Internet. This removes the tunneling overhead of the data packet exchange after the connection establishment between HA and MR and system becomes more fault tolerant than HA-MR route.

In order to support multi-homing with the help of its multiple care-of-address registration (MCoA) extension, NEMO adds more tunnels between HA and MR. While in the proposed approach, MR does not have to perform multi-homing. MPTCP takes over after the connection is established and the rest of the communication happens in a similar way to that of the Internet. The use of MPTCP reduces these additional tunnels and provides multi-homing benefits to the host.

The flow binding extension of NEMO attempts to provide an equal distribution of flows over all available interfaces but optimum load balancing cannot be achieved. While in the proposed scenario, MPTCP helps to achieve an optimum load balancing over all the available network interfaces.

The network nodes behind Mobile router cannot take part into multi-homing in NEMO. While the proposed approach provides a way for MNNs to participate in multi-homing with
help of MPTCP and helps to improve the throughput of the whole system. This participation also gives an opportunity to the user to decide the communication mode in terms of cost efficiency, energy efficiency, or best availability of an interface etc.

There can be a scenario where the communicating node is very near to MR. An example of such a scenario in the real world situation can be a boat/ship which resides in France (its home network) and currently sailing near Australian coast. A random user from Australia would want to communicate/transfer a file or video with/to a node on this boat/ship. This will cause the traffic to travel through its home network i.e., France. It can be improved by the proposed architecture as the data transfer takes normal routing path instead of its HA path.

Considering the scenario where two mobile network nodes inside boats of different companies (i.e. different network operators) want to communicate or exchange data with NEMO, the traffic has to pass through both of their HAs and then tunneled towards MRs. The proposed approach shows a gain in this scenario as after the connection establishment these two nodes can communicate independent of HAs-MRs route thus no more tunnels. Moreover, the boats can have several connection to Internet via e.g., satellite, LTE, 3G, WiFi. In this scenario, switching between different terminals becomes difficult. In some circumstances, a technician in a board to manually perform the commutation between link terminals, set up IP and routing parameters (e.g., on scientific boats). But this is hardly the case (e.g., on merchant vessels). The proposed approach takes care of the switching between terminals.

Some other use case scenarios can be considered as in case of boats, mail-servers can receive any amount of data in real time without requiring to pass through tunnels or by polling a cache server. In present time, some commercial ship vessels have some limitations of the file size in the on-board mail-servers. This file-size constraint can be removed with the help of the proposed architecture and on-board email servers can be reached at any time instead of polling.

The proposed approach does not need any major modification in already implemented NEMO and MPTCP. This makes its deployment manageable. For UDP connections or in absence of MPTCP proxies, tunnels are still available as a fall-back solution. For non-TCP connections in real-time traffic such as VoIP, IETF is working on standardizing multi-path extension for RTP [21]. This can also be used with NEMO.

The tunnels of NEMO may have increased overhead in normal scenarios but they are beneficial for the incoming traffic in non-friendly visited networks for e.g., NAT, firewall etc. and for providing seamless mobility to the local fixed nodes inside a mobile network. NEMO’s tunnels are also convenient natural fall-back solution in the scenario when there is no MPTCP support. Moreover, the proposed solutions helps to avoid tunnels when it is not necessary. This makes the system more flexible and more robust. Therefore, MPTCP with NEMO helps to provide better network mobility with optimum multihoming benefits.

### Table I. Classical NEMO vs. NEMO with MPTCP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Classical NEMO</th>
<th>NEMO with MPTCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routing</td>
<td>Inefficient</td>
<td>Efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Trip Time</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signaling Cost</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunneling overhead</td>
<td>Always</td>
<td>Only for incoming Traffic, local fixed nodes and in non-friendly visited network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. Comparison Between Classical NEMO and NEMO with MPTCP

In this section, we compare the features of NEMO and our proposal NEMO with MPTCP in Table I based on following parameters:

- **Routing**: In classical NEMO, the traffic has to pass through HA and then it is tunneled towards MR which is inefficient. Whereas, in the proposed approach, the traffic follows a classical Internet path which makes the routing more efficient. The HA-MR route is used only for signaling for incoming traffics and for providing mobility to LFNs.

- **Throughput**: The throughput of the system can be almost doubled by using MPTCP compared to TCP in mobile scenario [21]. Therefore, we can expect an improved throughput from the proposed architecture compared to classical NEMO.

- **Round Trip Time**: Compared to classical NEMO, in proposed approach the traffic takes classical Internet routing path rather than traffic through MR’s home network. Thus the proposed architecture improves RTT also.

- **Signaling Cost**: The classical NEMO will have signaling cost required for NEMO ($SC_{NEMO}$). Whereas, the proposed architecture will have NEMO signaling cost with additional MPTCP signaling cost for adding or removing sub-flows during mobility $SC = SC_{NEMO} + SC_{MPTCP}$.

- **Tunneling overhead**: The proposed architecture significantly reduces tunneling cost compared to classical NEMO. As in classical NEMO, the whole traffic takes HA-MR route which adds bi-directional encapsulation overhead. Whereas in the proposed architecture, the traffic is routed directly towards Internet from MR rather than towards HA.

### V. Future Work

In future, we would be evaluating the gain obtained using test-bed implementation of the proposed approach shown in Fig. 7. MNN and CN are MPTCP enabled here. We will try to calculate throughput, handover latency, round trip time (RTT) and retransmission during hand-off by downloading some files from CN to MNN and vice-versa, with the help of proposed approach and compare this scenario with classical NEMO. We will also calculate RTT for the outgoing signaling and compare this with the classical NEMO signaling. We can capture the packets using wire-shark and plot the graphs between packet captured versus time to show the difference between the
proposed and classical throughput, handover latency, RTT and retransmission during hand off. Through these graphs we will be able to show that NEMO works better with MPTCP.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an architecture for providing better multi-homing support in mobile networks by combining NEMO with MPTCP. The proposed architecture requires some minor changes in functionalities of mobile router in NEMO and none in MPTCP. There are two changes that need to be implemented in the MR. First, it should advertise its care-of-prefixes to mobile network nodes for them to configure their own care-of-address. Second, it should be able to route the packets directly using MNNs care-of-addresses instead of routing them towards HA through the tunnel. This solution limits tunneling overhead. The established connection will survive as long as there is at least one available care-of-address. Moreover, the performance of the communication is surely increased by using MPTCP when compared to TCP [28]. Therefore, this novel combination of NEMO and MPTCP provides a better network mobility with improved multi-homing support compared to classical NEMO in terms of reduced tunneling overhead, increased throughput and improved load balancing.
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